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Abstract: Blades of steam turbine are the most important element of energetic systems. Blades failure leads to various exploitation
problems, efficiency decrease and economical losses, at all. The present research deals with study on erosion mechanisms in a low
pressure stage of an industrial steam turbine. Aerodynamic behavior and efficiency of energy conversion, trajectories of water particles,
reasons for occurrence of erosion wear and erosion of certain parts of the streamlined surfaces, are established and discussed. An
approach to obtain incidence time to erosion appearance is implemented. Developed methodology and obtained results are applicable to
determine erosion effects on streamed complex surfaces, to consider approaches to lower wetness in condensation turbines and prolong
the reliability of blades operated in wet steam conditions.
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1. Introduction
Erosion of turbine blades leads to rough surfaces, changes
steam flow paths and decreases efficiency. Water droplets
after condensation deposit mainly on the trailing edges of the
stator blades and then are swept off the trailing edges by the
incoming expanding steam flow. Relatively large and
characterized with low velocity water droplets hit the leading
edge of rotor blades, leading to cracks on the surfaces and
loss of blade material [1,2,3,4].
Both the erosion and deposition phenomenon change surface
finish and shape of leading and trailing edges, increases
surface roughness, etc. That is why a strong knowledge and
fundamental understanding of erosion parameters is essential
to prolong the life of blades operated at wet steam conditions.
Many research works have been conducted to study in details
the erosion mechanisms and their impact on blades surfaces.
Condensation and its specific features in steam turbines were
intensively studied by A. Stodola and described in [5]. In
next decades, research on that phenomenon in steam turbines
and ways to increase their efficiency and reach long-lasting
exploitation, received considerable attention in [6,7,8,9,10] A
detailed survey of condensation in flows with high speeds is
presented in [11].
A relationship between roughness change and size of radial
clearance in function of the erosion is presented in [38].
Parameters such density, wet steam quality, impact velocity,
size of droplets, ultimate tensile strength, hardness of the
material, pressure, temperature and viscosity, play a
significant role in the process of erosion over turbine blades,
[12] and must be intensively studied.
In [13,14] are provided insights on the increased rate of
erosion on both leading and trailing edges of stator blades
and proved that the erosion is a reason for roughness to
appear.
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In [15,16,17,20] is found that degree of erosion is a function
of the angle at which the fluid particles enter in the interblade passage, their speed and size.
In [18] obtained results indicate that erosion damage over
blades depends mainly on the first impingement of every
solid particle on the wall, after entering into the cascades,
and the erosion rate of the first impingement is much larger
than the one caused by additional impingements on the wall
after particle rebounding.
It is empirically found that water droplet erosion rate is
proportional to approximately the fifth power of the impact
velocity if all other parameters remain constant, [19]. The
erosion increases with increase of blade length and peripheral
rotational velocity.
Research on water droplets‟ impact over leading edge surface
is discussed in [20]. Water film, formed over the stator
blades, flows in a direction to the trailing edge, influenced by
force, produced due to the steam drag, the impulse of the fog
deposition and the pressure drop realized along the turbine
blade as shown in [21,22].
When liquid impacts on surface, it behaves as a compressible
fluid, in the early stage, and the so called „„water hammer‟‟
pressure can be generated. This high pressure is responsible
for most of damages resulting from liquid impacts, and the
high pressure is maintained while the edge of the contact
area, between the impacting liquid and the solid, moves
supersonically with respect to the shock speed in the liquid,
[23].
Contemporary research works are focused on condensation
modeling [24], numerical modeling and analysis of erosion
parameters and their impact on blade surfaces, [15, 26, 27,
32]. Based on erosion rates and particle models, all the
erosion characteristics of first row blades in a supercritical
steam turbine, was simulated and analyzed by threedimension numerical simulation method, [28].
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On the basis of the fulfilled literature survey, one can
conclude that not many papers are involved in numerical
simulations (to obtain main problematic zones on the blade
surfaces) and approaches to calculate main characteristics, in
a close relation with the occurrence and rate of erosion.
The aim of this study is to model, simulate, analyze and
evaluate the impact of erosion on blade performance and to
introduce a model to calculate the incidence time to erosion
to appear. This research is crucial to determine the impact of
the secondary phase on the aerodynamic behavior and
efficiency of energy conversion.

Problem set up
2.1 Geometry formulation
The turbine stage, object of current research, is in
exploitation in double-flow, low pressure turbine. Geometry
is built and meshed in Gambit after a number of specific
approaches to overcome mesh problems and attain high
quality grid were applied [39].
For mesh purposes, Cooper‟s discretization scheme was
applied. This scheme follows the blade shape changes in
radial direction, in the process of volume grid generation.
This is very important option, which helps negative volume
elements and elements with bad quality such as high
skewness to be avoided. Boundary layer is highly resolved in
a close proximity to the streaming walls, the idea is to obtain
correct results for particles‟ impact over the blade surfaces.
2.2 Numerical Formulation
Numerical simulations were accomplished in Fluent, with
implemented user defined code. This code includes equations
to model distribution of particles through the stage,
interaction among them and forces impact over the blade
surfaces.
Fluid is wet steam - turbulent, compressible and viscous.
Fluid physical properties are as follows: density is varying
with the ideal gas law; viscosity is 0.0000134 kg/m.s; thermal
conductivity is 0.02161 W/m.K.
Boundary zones are “pressure inlet”, “pressure outlet”,
“periodic”, “wall” and “fluid”. The total gauge pressure,
static pressure, static temperature, turbulence parameters and
flow direction were imposed as “pressure inlet” boundary
conditions. Static pressure, static temperature, flow direction
and turbulence parameters were implied as outflow boundary
conditions. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed
along the aside zones. No-slip conditions to blade surfaces
were applied.
Moving rotor blades and the interaction effects between
stator and rotor are modeled by “mixing plane” model - flow
parameters are spatially averaged at the mixing plane
interface zone.
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In this research, Realizable k-ε closure model is applied.
Modelling with Realizable k-ε turbulence model is
appropriate because the model includes effects of mean
rotation in the turbulent viscosity term, as discussed in [29].
This model predicts boundary layer growth along the trailing
edge, from the suction side of the blade, as shown in [30].
2.3Mathematical model and specific parameters included
in the numerical procedure
Discrete two-phase model for prediction of discrete phase
trajectories, by integration the force acting on particles,
written in Lagrangian reference frame, is applied [31]. This
force balance equates the particle inertia and is presented by
eq.(1) in Cartesian coordinates:
dup/dt=Fd(u-up)+gi(ρp-ρ)/ρp + Fi
“i” denotes x,y,z axis of the coordinate system.

(1)

Drag force FD can be calculated after application of eq.(2)
Fd=18..Cd.Re/(24.p.dp2)

(2)

Drag coefficient Cd can be taken from eq.(3)
Cd=a1+a2/Re+a3/Re2

(3)

In eq.(1), Fd(u-up) gives drag force per unit particle mass. In
“Fi” term are also included forces that arise due to the
rotation of the reference frame.
Initial inputs for discrete phase calculations are velocity,
trajectory and temperature of water droplets; mass flow rate;
model of interaction between saturated steam and water
particles, etc. These parameters provide starting values to
calculation of dependent discrete phase variables that
describe the instantaneous states of every particle. The
“pressure-inlet” zone is defined as a place from where
particles are being injected into the flow. The discrete phase
is uniformly distributed in the flow domain.
The erosion rate is defined in eq. (4) as a product of the mass
flux and specified functions for the particle diameter, impact
angle, and velocity exponent as is in eq.(4):
Rerosion=p=1Nparticles[m.C(dp).f()./(Aface)]

(4)

In equations above: Aface area of cell face at the wall;C(dp)
function of particle diameter; Fi-force due to acceleration in
x,y,z direction; Re -Reynolds number; u - flow velocity in
m/s; up- particle velocity m/s; α -impact angle of the particle
with the wall face; f()-function of the impact angle; μmolecular viscosity in kg/m3; ρ-flow density in kg/m3;  relative particle velocity; b(υ) function of relative particle.
Water particles were set up of type “inert”. An "inert''
particle is a discrete phase particle that obeys eq. (1) and is
subject to heating or cooling via the thermodynamic law.
Droplets are with spherical shape and their diameter
distribution is of type “uniform”. Droplets deformation,
growth and rupture are not considered. Deposition is
encountered when droplets fall on blade surfaces. Numerical
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simulations were accomplished for water droplets with
diameter of 1, 5, 15 and 25 microns, having temperature 320
K. Particles velocity is variable and is in terms of their size
and mass. The total mass flow of the secondary phase is
0.133kg/s (4.4% wetness), responding to the real wetness
measured in the turbine stage.
The Navier-Stokes equations set is solved with density based
solver, fully implicit approach. Second order scheme for
equations discretization is applied. Under-relaxation factors
are set-up initially to 0.5. Convergence factors are 10-4 for all
unknown parameters, exception is energy equation with
relaxation factor set to 10-6.

Results
Only some results of obtained erosion rates are shown here,
fig. 1(a, b) and fig. 2(a, b). The primary water droplets, with
diameter of 1 to 5 microns, that have small mass and
velocities comparative with those of the steam particles, are
following the main flow from one to another turbine stage.
Only a small amount of those water droplets deposit on the
stator and rotor leading edge surfaces and on the trailing
edges of the rotor blades, fig. 1(a, b) – fig.2(a,b).
Water droplets with diameter from 15 to 25 microns are
characterized with higher rate of deposition on blade surfaces
and lead to increased erosion effects, fig. 2(a-d). Those
droplets have larger mass and velocities less than steam
particles and deposit mainly over the pressure side of the
stator blades and over pressure sides of rotor blades, in a
close proximity to the trailing edges. Also, water droplets are
collected mainly along the leading edge from the suction side
of the rotor blades, and along the trailing edge from the
pressure side. The amount of collected droplets on the
convex surface is higher than the one on the concave surface.
Most droplets deposit after the turning point on the concave
surface.

rate 0.266kg/s – concave surface of stator blade and leading
edge of the rotor blade (c), leading edge of the stator blade
surface and concave surface of the rotor blade (d) .
Scaled velocity triangles, showing steam and water particles‟
velocity vectors, are presented in fig. 3 – fig. 6. By the
velocity triangles it is easy to verify that the larger the
peripheral velocity U and the angle of incidence, the bigger
(at other equal conditions) the normal component of droplets
velocity Wdr, i.e. the impact force acting on a droplet
increases.
For water particles with diameter 15microns to 25 microns,
absolute velocity C1dr is less, their relative velocity W1dr
and its normal component are bigger than those of smaller
water droplets, fig. 5 and fig. 6. Consequently, the impact
force over a separate droplet, with increase of its diameter
and mass, will grow faster than the droplet‟s mass. The
quantity of W1dr is a function of, as follows: rotor peripheral
velocity U, flow angle at which droplets enter into the rotor
channels, absolute velocity of vapor (the continuous phase),
its density and magnitude of clearance between stator and
rotor blades. In fig. 4 and fig. 6 are shown changes in
velocity triangles in function of varying droplet diameters
and their velocities at hub section. Relative component of
velocity Wdr changes and water particles enter into the
interblade rotor channels at increased impact angle. Last
mentioned, together with the ratio of twistness (at hub active profile, at tip – reactive profile), lead to increase in the
erosion patterns.
Changes in twistness, from one to another blade section, and
droplets diameter lead to increase in the erosion levels on
suction sides of rotor blades, in direction from hub to shroud.
In fig. 3 and fig. 5 are shown changes in velocity triangles in
function of varying droplet diameters and their velocities at
the shroud section. The absolute velocity of water droplets is
changing, water particles are entering into the inter-blade
channels of stator, at increasing impact angle. This provokes
increased erosion effects at the leading edge of stator blades.
Increase in axial component of vapor speed, its density,
magnitude of axial clearance between stator and rotor blades,
leads to strong acceleration of water particles when passing
through the axial clearance i.e., absolute velocity Cdr is
increased and the impact force of droplet, against blade
surface, decreases together with decrease in the normal
component of water droplet speed. It is clear that with
increase of ratio (U/C1normal) conditions for appearance of
erosion become more favorable.

Figure 1(a, b, c, d): Erosion on blades surfaces - water
particles with diameter 1 micron and wet phase mass flow
rate 0.133kg/s – concave surface of stator blade and leading
edge of the rotor blade (a), leading edge of the stator blade
surface and concave surface of the rotor blade (b); for water
particles with 1 micron diameter and wet phase mass flow
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(c)
(d)
Figure 2 (a,b,c,d): Erosion on blades surfaces in case of
water particles with d=1 micron and wet phase mass flow rate
0.133kg/s – concave surface of stator blade and leading edge
of the rotor blade (a), leading edge of the stator blade surface
and concave surface of the rotor blade (b); in case of water
particles with 25 micron diameter and wet phase mass flow
rate 0.266kg/s – concave surface of stator blade and leading
edge of the rotor blade (c), leading edge of the stator blade
surface and concave surface of the rotor blade (d) .
Mainly, water droplets deviate due to their less velocities and
larger mass, tend to impact on the blade and induce water
droplets erosion in the area of leading edges, trailing edges
and sidewalls of pressure and suction surfaces. In current
study is found that other reasons to path digression are:
changes in the shape of rotor blade sections from hub to tip;
secondary vortices, formed along the pressure sides, which
deviate streamlines; centrifugal forces that deviate particles
to the tip sections; pressure differences in radial direction and
secondary flows; change in axial gap size in radial direction.
Results of detailed study show that water droplets erosion
and damages are strongly related to the radius of curvature of
the droplet at the point of impact. Therefore, distorted
droplets, having radii larger than their initial diameters, are
more erosive.
Efficiency decreases with increase of wet portion in twophase flow. In fig. 8 change in efficiency value for wet phase
of 0 %, 4.478 % and 8.956 % is demonstrated. It is proven
that efficiency decrease is in a direct relation to the wet phase
quality in the flow. In this study efficiency changes from
67.15% to 59.69 %, depending on the wet phase quantity.
Simulations show that in reactive stages the angle of this
change will be less than in active, considering the change of
direction relative to velocity of drops upon change of
peripheral velocity. Consequently, impact of droplets in
reactive stages will be distributed over a smaller area than in
active stages, i.e. the negative influence of water droplets per
1 cm2 on the blade surface, in reactive stages will be higher
than in active stages.

In the research of Zhou et al (2008) is stated that when a
spherical droplet impacts on a solid plane, a shock wave
forms inside the water droplet. The water droplet thus
imposes pressure, distributed (water hammer pressure) on the
surface of solid, which varies with time and space, inducing
stress waves. These waves are transmitting through the solid,
with possible formation and propagation of micro cracks.
The shock waves and the imposed pressure are dependent on
the particles velocities, flow parameters, water droplets
diameter and their mass.

Figure 4: Velocity triangles of steam flow and water
particles with diameter 1 micron - hub section.

Figure 5: Velocity triangles of steam flow and water
particles with diameter 25 micron - tip section.

In Fig. 7 verification of the obtained results, is shown.
Figure 6: Velocity triangles of steam flow and water
particles with diameter 25 micron - hub section.

Figure 3: Velocity triangles of steam flow and water
particles with diameter 1 micron - tip section.
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Figure7: Erosion over turbine blades after Hamed et al. [32].
Once numerical results are fulfilled, computations on erosion
resistance of materials or what kind of covers could be
applied against erosion wear could be performed.
In the aforementioned equations: ES - strength for the
uncoated blade material; dp – particles diameter in m; mean impact angle of water particles over blade surfaces; σematerial‟s equivalent stress MPa; ρL - density of water
particles in kg/m3; U-peripheral velocity in m/s; m – mass of
wet phase in kg; ρp- particle density, kg/m3; ρS- density of
solid particles, kg/m3; CL -sound speed in water, m/s; CSsound speed in blade material, m/s; D-diameter at hub, mid
or tip section, m.
In this study as impact velocity is accepted the one at which
the section under consideration hits with water particles. It
was clarified before that water steam droplets, depending on
their size and mass, are travelling at speed equal or less of the
steam flow speed. Results are described in Table 1.
Water hammer pressure effect increases in radial direction
because sections from hub to tip meet water particles with
gradually increasing peripheral velocity.
Table1: Results for three control sections

Also, results prove that erosion and efficiency decrease
depend on water droplets diameter, their velocity, impact
angles, mass flow rates; aerodynamic features as vortices
around the blades; blade shape and profile shape change in
radial direction.

4. Conclusions
A research on erosion mechanisms, parameters and effects in
long turbine blades of complex geometry, is accomplished. A
study on particles trajectories and reasons for their deviations
is performed.
An approach to calculation of water hammer pressure,
number of impacts over surfaces under consideration,
incubation time to erosion to appear, over affected surfaces,
is implemented.
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Numerical methodology (with approaches to attain high
quality grid and overcome convergence problems [34]), an
implemented UDF code for erosion modeling, together with
the analytical model to obtain important erosion parameters,
were successfully applied to prediction of erosion effects in
last stages of condensation turbines. Important erosion
characteristics as volume of droplets, number of particles,
number of impacts, incubation time, have been analized, in
order to have deeper insights on the erosion phenomena, and
provide directions to further prevention.
The outcome of this work highlights the opportunities for
future developments in the area of approaches to decrease
wetness in the last stages of condensation turbines and to
prolong the life cycle of blades operated in wet steam
conditions.
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